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The Journal 1837 1861 Henry David Thoreau
This beautifully produced gift edition of Thoreaus journal has been
carefullyselected and annotated by Jeffrey S. Cramer.
Seventeen years after the publication of the first volume of Jacques
Roubaud's epic and moving "The Great Fire of London," Dalkey Archive
Press is proud to publish the first English translation of The Loop, the
second novel in Roubaud's Proustian series, which has in its capacity to
astonish been compared to the compositions of Messiaen and the buildings
of Antonio Gaudi. Devastated after the death of his young wife, Alix, the
author conceives of a project that will allow him not only to continue
writing, but continue living--writing a book that leads him to confront his
terrible loss as well as examine the lonely world in which he now seems,
more and more, to exist: that of Memory. The Loop finds Roubaud returning
to his earliest recollections, as well as considering the nature of memory
itself, and the process--both merciful and terrible--of forgetting. Neither
memoir nor novel, by turns playful and despairing, The Loop is a
masterpiece of contemporary prose.
An updated edition of Thoreau's most widely read works Self-described as
"a mystic, a transcendentalist, and a natural philosopher to boot," Henry
David Thoreau dedicated his life to preserving his freedom as a man and as
an artist. Nature was the fountainhead of his inspiration and his refuge
from what he considered the follies of society. Heedless of his friends'
advice to live in a more orthodox manner, he determinedly pursued his own
inner bent-that of a poet-philosopher-in prose and verse. Edited by noted
Thoreau scholar Jeffrey S. Cramer, this edition promises to be the new
standard for those interested in discovering the great thinker's influential
ideas about everything from environmentalism to limited government. For
more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic
literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles,
Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the
series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes
by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
Henry David Thoreau: Collected Essays and Poems (LOA #124)
A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers
The Friendship of Henry David Thoreau and Ralph Waldo Emerson
Journal, September 16, 1851 to April 30, 1852
Journal
Henry David Thoreau’s Journal was his life’s work: the daily practice of writing that
accompanied his daily walks, the workshop where he developed his books and
essays, and a project in its own right—one of the most intensive explorations ever
made of the everyday environment, the revolving seasons, and the changing self.
It is a treasure trove of some of the finest prose in English and, for those
acquainted with it, its prismatic pages exercise a hypnotic fascination. Yet at
roughly seven thousand pages, or two million words, it remains Thoreau’s leastPage 1/10
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known work. This reader’s edition, the largest one-volume edition of Thoreau’s
Journal ever published, is the first to capture the scope, rhythms, and variety of the
work as a whole. Ranging freely over the world at large, the Journal is no less
devoted to the life within. As Thoreau says, “It is in vain to write on the seasons
unless you have the seasons in you.”
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from
the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore,
you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and
other notations in the work.This work is in the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on
the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your
support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The predecessor to Helen Macdonald’s H is for Hawk, T. H. White’s nature writing
classic, The Goshawk, asks the age-old question: what is it that binds human
beings to other animals? White, the author of The Once and Future King and
Mistress Masham’s Repose, was a young writer who found himself rifling through
old handbooks of falconry. A particular sentence—”the bird reverted to a feral
state”—seized his imagination, and, White later wrote, “A longing came to my mind
that I should be able to do this myself. The word ‘feral’ has a kind of magical
potency which allied itself to two other words, ‘ferocious’ and ‘free.’” Immediately,
White wrote to Germany to acquire a young goshawk. Gos, as White named the
bird, was ferocious and Gos was free, and White had no idea how to break him in
beyond the ancient (and, though he did not know it, long superseded) practice of
depriving him of sleep, which meant that he, White, also went without rest. Slowly
man and bird entered a state of delirium and intoxication, of attraction and
repulsion that looks very much like love. White kept a daybook describing his
volatile relationship with Gos—at once a tale of obsession, a comedy of errors, and
a hymn to the hawk. It was this that became The Goshawk, one of modern
literature’s most memorable and surprising encounters with the wilderness—as it
exists both within us and without.
The Portable Thoreau
October 22, 1837-November 3, 1861
The Daily Henry David Thoreau
(1837-1861)
A Biography

This title explores the religious nature of ""Thoreau's
Journal"". Most people who care about nature cannot help but
use religious language to describe their experience of it.
We can trace many of these conceptions of nature and
holiness directly to influential nineteenth-century writers,
especially Henry David Thoreau (1817-1862). In Walden, he
writes that 'God himself culminates in the present moment',
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and that in nature we encounter, 'the workman whose work we
are'. But what were the sources of his religious convictions
about the meaning of nature in human life? As the most
comprehensive study of Thoreau's spirituality from a
Christian perspective, ""The Spiritual Journal of Henry
David Thoreau"" is the first to seriously examine
connections between Thoreau's religious practices and those
of his Protestant forebears. While a few writers have
considered the relation between Thoreau's thought and
Christian doctrine, this book instead outlines the links
between Thoreau's religious practices (such as keeping a
spiritual journal, studying nature, and walking) and those
of earlier New England Protestants. This work is also the
first study to compare his journal with the spiritual
journals of prominent Puritans, Anglicans, Methodists, and
Quakers. It is also one of the first books to treat
spiritual journals as a distinct literary genre, while
comparing theological expectations of nature ranging from
the American Puritan Jonathan Edwards to nineteenth-century
Romantic walkers and Thoreau's fellow Transcendentalists.
Deluxe hardcover edition! Volume 1 covers the years 1837 to
1855. These journals are sourcebooks for many of Thoreau's
works including "Walden." Hundreds of entries on nature and
philosophical topics. An extraordinary record of Thoreau's
life and thought.
From 1837 to 1861, Thoreau kept a Journal that began as a
conventional record of ideas, grew into a writer's notebook,
and eventually became the principal imaginative work of his
career. The source of much of his published writing, the
Journal is also a record of his interior life and of his
monumental studies of the natural history of his native
Concord, Massachusetts. Unlike earlier editions, the
Princeton edition reproduces the Journal in its original and
complete form, in a reading text free of editorial
interpolations but keyed to a comprehensive scholarly
apparatus. Journal 8: 1854 is edited from the 467-page
notebook that Thoreau kept February 13-September 3, 1854. It
reveals him as an increasingly confident taxonomist creating
lists that distill his observations about plant leafing and
seasonal birds. Two particularly significant public events
took place in his life in the summer of 1854. On July 4, at
an antislavery rally at Framingham, Massachusetts, Thoreau
appeared for the first time in the company of prominent
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abolitionists, delivering as heated a statement against
slavery as he had yet made. And on August 9, Ticknor and
Fields published Walden, the book Thoreau had been working
on since 1846. In Journal 8 Thoreau indicates that these
public accomplishments, though satisfying, took a toll on
his creative life and did not fully compensate him for the
hours spent away from the woods.
Journal, 1837-1861
Journal, Ed. by Bradford Torrey, 1837-1846, 1850-Nov. 3,
1861
The Maine Woods
Prominent Families of New York
Earthly Signs
The conflict between scientific observation and poetry, reflections on abolition, transcendental
philosophy, other concerns are explored in this superb general selection from Thoreau's
voluminous Journal.
The editors of this legendary and hilarious anthology write: "It would seem at a hasty glance
that to make an anthology of Bad Verse is on the whole a simple matter . . . On the contrary . . .
Bad Verse has its canons, like Good Verse. There is bad Bad Verse and good Bad Verse. It has
been the constant preoccupation of the compilers to include in this book chiefiy good Bad
Verse." Here indeed one finds the best of the worst of the greatest poets of the English
language, masterpieces of the maladroit by Dryden, Wordsworth, and Keats, among many
others, together with an index ("Maiden, feathered, uncontrolled appetites of, 59;. . . Manure,
adjudged a fit subject for the Muse, 91") that is itself an inspired work of folly.
Henry David Thoreau tint son Journal de 1837 à 1861. " Homme du dehors ", il y raconte jour
après jour de nombreuses excursions à pied dans les espaces sauvages de l'Est américain. C'est
autour de l'étang de Walden près de Harvard, sur les rives duquel il passa de longues périodes
en solitaire dans une cabane, que Thoreau multiplie ses observations sur la faune et la flore.
Grand lecteur des romantiques anglais, des philosophes allemands, mais attentif à toutes les
cultures, en particulier à celle des Indiens d'Amérique, Thoreau élabore une pensée originale, à
la fois libertaire et contemplative. Document exceptionnel sur les Etats-Unis du XIXe siècle, ce
Journal est aussi l'un des premiers grands textes de la littérature américaine.
The Stuffed Owl
Being an Account in Biographical Form of Individuals and Families Distinguished as
Representatives of the Social, Professional and Civic Life of New York City
Journal, Ed. by B. Torrey, 1837-1846, 1850-Nov. 3, 1861
The Heart of Thoreau's Journals
Thoreau's Wildflowers

“Live in each season as it passes; breathe the air, drink the drink, taste the fruit, and
resign yourself to the influence of each.” Modernity rules our lives by clock and
calendar, dividing the stream of time into units and coordinating every passing moment
with the universal globe. Henry David Thoreau subverted both clock and calendar,
using them not to regulate time’s passing but to open up and explore its presence. This
little volume thus embodies, in small compass, Thoreau’s own ambition to “live in
season”—to turn with the living sundial of the world, and, by attuning ourselves to
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nature, to heal our modern sense of discontinuity with our surroundings. Ralph Waldo
Emerson noted with awe that from flowers alone, Thoreau could tell the calendar date
within two days; children remembered long into adulthood how Thoreau showed them
white waterlilies awakening not by the face of a clock but at the first touch of the sun.
As Thoreau wrote in Walden, “Time is but the stream I go a-fishing in. I drink at it;
but while I drink I see the sandy bottom and detect how shallow it is.” Drawn from the
full range of Thoreau’s journals and published writings, and arranged according to
season, The Daily Henry David Thoreau allows us to discover the endless variation and
surprise to be found in the repetitions of mundane cycles. Thoreau saw in the kernel of
each day an earth enchanted, one he honed into sentences tuned with an artist’s eye
and a musician’s ear. Thoreau’s world lives on in his writing so that we, too, may
discover, even in a fallen world, a beauty worth defending.
"Walden. Yesterday I came here to live." That entry from the journal of Henry David
Thoreau, and the intellectual journey it began, would by themselves be enough to place
Thoreau in the American pantheon. His attempt to "live deliberately" in a small woods
at the edge of his hometown of Concord has been a touchstone for individualists and
seekers since the publication of Walden in 1854. But there was much more to Thoreau
than his brief experiment in living at Walden Pond. A member of the vibrant
intellectual circle centered on his neighbor Ralph Waldo Emerson, he was also an
ardent naturalist, a manual laborer and inventor, a radical political activist, and more.
Many books have taken up various aspects of Thoreau's character and achievements,
but, as Laura Dassow Walls writes, "Thoreau has never been captured between covers;
he was too quixotic, mischievous, many-sided." Two hundred years after his birth, and
two generations after the last full-scale biography, Walls renews Henry David Thoreau
for us in all his profound, inspiring complexity. Drawing on Thoreau's copious
writings, published and unpublished, Walls presents a Thoreau vigorously alive, full of
quirks and contradictions: the young man shattered by the sudden death of his brother;
the ambitious Harvard College student; the ecstatic visionary who closed Walden with
an account of the regenerative power of the Cosmos. We meet the man whose belief in
human freedom and the value of labor made him an uncompromising abolitionist; the
solitary walker who found society in nature, but also found his own nature in the
society of which he was a deeply interwoven part. And, running through it all, Thoreau
the passionate naturalist, who, long before the age of environmentalism, saw tragedy
for future generations in the human heedlessness around him. "The Thoreau I sought
was not in any book, so I wrote this one," says Walls. The result is a Thoreau unlike
any seen since he walked the streets of Concord, a Thoreau for our time and all
time.--Dust jacket.
A Companion to the Antebellum Presidents presents a series of original essays
exploring our historical understanding of the role and legacy of the eight U.S.
presidents who served in the significant period between 1837 and the start of the Civil
War in 1861. Explores and evaluates the evolving scholarly reception of Presidents
Van Buren, Harrison, Tyler, Polk, Taylor, Fillmore, Pierce, and Buchanan, including
their roles, behaviors, triumphs, and failures Represents the first single-volume
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reference to gather together the historiographic literature on the Antebellum
Presidents Brings together original contributions from a team of eminent historians
and experts on the American presidency Reveals insights into presidential leadership in
the quarter century leading up to the American Civil War Offers fresh perspectives into
the largely forgotten men who served during one of the most decisive quarter centuries
of United States history
The Writings of Henry David Thoreau: Journal, ed. by B. Torrey, 1837-1846,
1850-Nov. 3, 1861
The Gray Notebook
What We Were Doing and where We Were Going
The Journal of Henry D. Thoreau
The Writings of Henry David Thoreau
A thoughtfully researched, movingly presented dual–biography of two iconic American
writers, each trying to find the ideal friend with whom they could share their journey
through our imperfect world. Any biography that concentrates on either Henry David
Thoreau or Ralph Waldo Emerson tends to diminish the other figure, but in Solid
Seasons both men remain central and equal. Through several decades of writing,
friendship remained a primary theme for them both. Collecting extracts from the letters
and journals of both men, as well as words written about them by their contemporaries,
Jeffrey S. Cramer beautifully illustrates the full nature of their twenty–five–year
dialogue. Biographers like to point at the crisis in their friendship, focusing particularly on
Thoreau's disappointment in Emerson—rarely on Emerson's own disappointment in
Thoreau—and leaving it there, a friendship ruptured. But the solid seasons remained, as
is evident when, in 1878, Anne Burrows Gilchrist, the English writer and friend of
Whitman, visited Emerson. She wrote that his memory was failing "as to recent names
and topics but as is usual in such cases all the mental impressions that were made when he
was in full vigour remain clear and strong." As they chatted, Emerson called to his wife,
Lidian, in the next room, "What was the name of my best friend?" "Henry Thoreau," she
answered. "Oh, yes," Emerson repeated. "Henry Thoreau."
Thoreau was a poet, a naturalist, a major American writer. Was he also a scientist? He
was, Laura Dassow Walls suggests. Her book, the first to consider Thoreau as a serious
and committed scientist, will change the way we understand his accomplishment and the
place of science in American culture. Walls reveals that the scientific texts of Thoreau’s
day deeply influenced his best work, from Walden to the Journal to the late natural
history essays. Here we see how, just when literature and science were splitting into the
“two cultures” we know now, Thoreau attempted to heal the growing rift. Walls shows
how his commitment to Alexander von Humboldt’s scientific approach resulted in not
only his “marriage” of poetry and science but also his distinctively patterned nature
studies. In the first critical study of his “The Dispersion of Seeds” since its publication
in 1993, she exposes evidence that Thoreau was using Darwinian modes of reasoning
years before the appearance of Origin of Species. This book offers a powerful argument
against the critical tradition that opposes a dry, mechanistic science to a warm,
“organic” Romanticism. Instead, Thoreau’s experience reveals the complex
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interaction between Romanticism and the dynamic, law-seeking science of its day.
Drawing on recent work in the theory and philosophy of science as well as literary history
and theory, Seeing New Worlds bridges today’s “two cultures” in hopes of
stimulating a fuller consideration of representations of nature.
Josep Pla’s masterpiece, The Gray Notebook, is one of the most colorful and unusual
works in modern literature. In 1918, when Pla was in Barcelona studying law, the Spanish
flu broke out, the university shut down, and he went home to his parents in coastal
Palafrugell. Aspiring to be a writer, not a lawyer, he resolved to hone his style by keeping
a journal. In it he wrote about his family, local characters, visits to cafés; the quips,
quarrels, ambitions, and amours of his friends; writers he liked and writers he didn’t;
and the long contemplative walks he would take in the countryside under magnificent
skies. Returning to Barcelona to complete his studies, Pla kept up his diary, scrutinizing
life in the big city with the same unflagging zest and humor. Pla, one of the great Catalan
writers, held on to this youthful journal for close to fifty years, reworking and adding to it,
until he finally published The Gray Notebook as both the first volume and the capstone of
his collected works. It is a beautiful, entrancing, delightful book—at once a distillation of
the spirit of youth and the work of a lifetime.
I to Myself
The Journal
1851
A Year of Quotes from the Man Who Lived in Season
Henry David Thoreau
A moving collection of autobiographical essays from a Russian poet and refugee of the
Bolshevik Revolution. Marina Tsvetaeva ranks with Anna Akhmatova, Osip Mandelstam, and
Boris Pasternak as one of Russia’s greatest twentieth-century poets. Her suicide at the age of
forty-eight was the tragic culmination of a life buffeted by political upheaval. The essays
collected in this volume are based on diaries she kept during the turbulent years of the
Revolution and Civil War. In them she records conversations of women in the markets, soldiers
and peasants on the train traveling from the Crimea to Moscow in October 1917, fighting in the
streets of Moscow, a frantic scramble with co-workers to dig frozen potatoes out of a cellar, and
poetry readings organized by a newly minted Soviet bohemia. Alone in Moscow with two small
children, no income, and a missing husband, Tsvetaeva struggled to feed her daughters (one of
whom died of malnutrition in an orphanage), find employment in the Soviet bureaucracy, and
keep writing poetry. Her keen and ruthless eye observes with compassion and humor—bringing
the social, economic, and cultural chaos of the period to life. These autobiographical writings
not only give a vivid eyewitness account of Russian history but provide vital insights into the
workings of Tsvetaeva’s unique poetics. Includes black and white photographs.
A single-volume collection of essential writings features Thoreau's best poetry and essays on
nature, materialism, conformity, and politics, including such works as "Slavery in
Massachusetts," "Civil Disobedience," "A Winter Walk," "Life Without Principle," and others.
Thoreau's journal of 1851 reveals profound ideas and observations in the making, including
wonderful writing on the natural history of Concord. For more than seventy years, Penguin has
been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than
1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history
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and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced
by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-todate translations by award-winning translators.
Seeing New Worlds
An Annotated Selection from the Journal of Henry D. Thoreau
A Life
1837 - 1846
Solid Seasons

Henry David Thoreau is generally remembered as the author of Walden and
"Civil Disobedience," a recluse of the woods and a political protester who
once went to jail. To his contemporaries he was a minor disciple of
Emerson; he has since joined the ranks of America's most respected and
beloved writers. Few, however, really know the complexity of the man they
revere—wanderer and scholar, naturalist and humorist, teacher and
surveyor, abolitionist and poet, Transcendentalist and anthropologist,
inventor and social critic, and, above all, individualist. In this widely
acclaimed biography, the eminent Thoreau scholar Walter Harding presents
all of these Thoreaus. Scholars will find here the culmination of a lifetime of
research and study, meticulously documented, while general readers will
find an absorbing story of a remarkable man. Writing with supreme lucidity,
Harding has marshaled all the facts so as best to “let them speak for
themselves.” Thoreau’s thoughtfulness and stubbornness, his more than
ordinarily human amalgam of the earthy and sublime, his unquenchable
vitality emerge to the reader as they did to his own family, friends, and
critics. The new afterword evaluates new scholarship about Thoreau.
Originally published in 1982. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest
print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print
books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These
editions preserve the original texts of these important books while
presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of
the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich
scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton
University Press since its founding in 1905.
This scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original. Due to its
age, it may contain imperfections such as marks, notations, marginalia and
flawed pages. Because we believe this work is culturally important, we
have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting,
preserving, and promoting the world's literature in affordable, high quality,
modern editions that are true to the original work.
The first collection of Thoreau's writings on the flowering plants of
Concord, with more than 200 drawings by renowned artist Barry Moser
Some of Henry David Thoreau's most beautiful nature writing was inspired
by the flowering trees and plants of Concord. An inveterate year-round
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rambler and journal keeper, he faithfully recorded, dated, and described his
sightings of the floating water lily, the elusive wild azalea, and the late
autumn foliage of the scarlet oak. This inviting selection of Thoreau's best
flower writings is arranged by day of the year and accompanied by
Thoreau's philosophical speculations and his observations of the weather
and of other plants and animals. They illuminate the author's spirituality,
his belief in nature's correspondence with the human soul, and his sense
that anticipation--of spring, of flowers yet to bloom--renews our connection
with the earth and with immortality. Thoreau's Wildflowers features more
than 200 of the black-and-white drawings originally created by Barry Moser
for his first illustrated book, Flowering Plants of Massachusetts. This
volume also presents "Thoreau as Botanist," an essay by Ray Angelo, the
leading authority on the flowering plants of Concord.
A Companion to the Antebellum Presidents, 1837 - 1861
The Journal of Henry David Thoreau, 1837-1861
A Year in Thoreau's Journal
Journal, ed. by B. Torrey, 1837-1846, 1850-Nov. 3, 1861
An Anthology of Bad Verse

These volumes are a reprint of the 1906 edition of Henry David Thoreau's journal, which
covers the years 1837 through 1861 in fourteen volumes.The journals were used by Thoreau
as both a personal log and as a repository for information which he would later use in his
formal publications. After Thoreau's death the journals were bequeathed to his sister, Sophia
Thoreau, then to H.G.O Blake, and then to E.H. Russell. Selections of the journals had been
released to the public by Blake, but Russell sought to publish the journals in their entirety. The
journals were prepared for publication by Bradford Torrey and Francis H. Allen for the
Houghton Mifflin publishing company and were released in 1906 as a fourteen volume set. It is
with great pride that Sportsman's Vintage Press presents this facsimile reprint of the 1906
edition prepared by Torrey and Allen.Please note that this book is a facsimile reprint of an
earlier edition. We use high quality scans which are then enhanced and retouched to ensure
readability.
From 1837 to 1861 Thoreau kept a journal that began as a conventional record of ideas, grew
into a writer's notebook, and eventually became the principal imaginative work of his career.
The source of much of his published writing, the Journal is also a record of both his interior life
and his monumental studies of the natural history of his native Concord, Massachusetts. In
contrast to earlier editions, the Princeton Edition reproduces the Journal in its original and
complete form, in a reading text that is free of editorial interpolations but keyed to a
comprehensive scholarly apparatus. Covering an annual cycle from spring 1852 to late winter
1853, Journal 5 finds Thoreau intensely concentrating on detailed observations of natural
phenomena and on "the mysterious relation between myself & these things" that he always
strove to understand. Increasingly, the Journal attempts to balance a new found scientific
professionalism and the accurate recording of phenological data with a firmly rooted belief in
the spiritual correspondences that Nature reveals. Fittingly, the year of observation ends with
Thoreau pondering an invitation to join the Association for the Advancement of Science, an
invitation he ultimately declined in order to pursue his own life studies.
Journal 1837-1861
Thoreau on Writing
The Days of Henry Thoreau
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Journal, ed. by Bradford Torrey, 1837-1846, 1850-Nov. 3, 1861
Henry David Thoreau and Nineteenth-Century Natural Science
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